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The . Comment

Boos, boos
applaus~

Applause,
(Editor's note: the following
is a letter applauding an article written by staff member
Jeffrey Linehen)

Dear Mr. Linehan,
Although we are reg rettably tardy in doing so, we
would like to take this oppurtunity to congratulate you for
the truly superb job you did in
writing up the program description of the Ramon de los
Spanish Dance Troupe performance, which appeared in
the October 6th edition of
The Comment.
Not only is a bravo warranted for the Student Union
Program Committee for having scheduled this performance to appear at the
college, but a well-deserved
bravo extended to you is in
order as well.
You are to be com.mended
for the excellent choice of
words you used in the article
to describe the program such
as: "exhilarating. fast-paced
action", "executing an
intense assault on the
senses", "created a bountiful
feast for the eyes and ears":
and "magnificantly choreographed extravahganza". In
addition, your phrase about
the female dancer who ''.proceeded to dance up a storm
of her own", which followed
your desription of the couple·
getting caught in the light
afternoon storm tied everything in nicely and made the
article flow smoothly.
Your article was a perfect

Dear Editor,
I was more than upset
when I read about Operation:
Buck A Tuck {under the
Entertainment section!) in
last week's Comment. I found
the situation personally
ing this fine performance.
degrading and embarrassPerhaps your article has
ing. Contrary to the women's
served to spark both motiva(any female in her first year of
tion and enthusiasm for
college is most definitely a
increased participation by
woman, not a girl as the
the student body for future
author of the article states)
cultural programs. We cerbelief, I think the act is
tainly hope so. Not only do
exploitation.
we need to have the arts, we
The image of the women as
need also to support them.
. "mothers., and the men as lit-·
Sincerely.
tie boys who need to be
Walter and Mary Kramarski
tucked in helps perpetuate
the stereotypes so deeply
ingrained in our society.
Women are socialized to
please and serve men. These
women are offering backru bs
for as long as the men want!
The women seat themselves on the bed of the
tuckee in their cute pajamas
and proceed to tell a story.
~
OS ,al~'lrl\L
During the story told to the
•lJCFlVGC::ll• :
author of the article, one of
the women made "three
=
slight taps down my right leg.
Thump! Thump! Thump!
went ·my heart," he writes.
~----..::::::..
What is going on here? What
is going on inside these
men's heads? Cheap thrills,

example of

a first-rate piece

of entertainm~nt reporting,

and we hope you will be
responsible for more entertainment reporting in the
future.
We were also pleased you
addressed the issue of diminished student attendance. It
was very sad~ indeed, to see
more area community resi. dents than students attend-

Editorial Response

Okay, once again .•. this is :il'Pt\1.: DBAFT ROOISTRATION CARD •••
IT HAS IDI'HIN:i 'l'O 00 WITH 'u:m: NFL !
-

"A Pat on the Back"
Dear Editor,
.1 am writing in regards to
Homecoming weekend.
It
was one of the most successf u I . Homecomings . that'
Bridgewater has ever had. I
want to thank all of the people who put alot of time and
effort into the planning and

actual implementation of all deserve it. If I could give you
the events. I just wanted all of al I the world I would but al I I
you to know that I appreciate 19an really give. you is my
you even if.otherpeople don't thank you for all of your help.
cseem to. Now is the time to
get ba,,.ck Jo your normal life, · ~orever grateful,
take a deep breath and give
Carrie Kulick
yourselves the biggest paton
S~G.A. 2nd V.P.
the ba·ck because you all

In reading a:iy journalist's
work on a regular basis, a
definite style emerges, and
Kevin Roberts, The Comment's Entertainment Editor,
prefers to· take a lighter perspective than the straight
news writers on The Comment staff.
A sense of humor is essential to our existence in this
crazy world we live in, and
Ms. Scroggs' letter responding. to "Operation . Buck-ATuck" is lacking in that
essential element.
Beyond. that, however, she
has made some textual inferences which, if looked at
objectively, can be put down
to a reality clouded' by militant pr·o-feminist propaganda. It is difficult for one to
accept her criticism that "the
image of the women as

..
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'mothers' and the men as little
boys" perpetuate stereotypes "so deeply ingrained in
our society." Mothers are not,
by definition, subservienttq
their chitdren. Webster's
defines "mother" variously:
"A woman having the responsibility and authority of a
mother; Mother: used as a
title of .affectionate respect".
Secondly, on another level,
Ms. Scroggs' commentary
tends to indict the enterprise
of the BSC women who
started "Operation Buck-ATuck" to raise money to buy
furniture for their dormitory
floor's lounge. Suggesting
that these women's willingness to assume the role bf
"mother away from home" is
equivalent to prostitution is ·
ridiculous. It is this kind of
·Seep. 4

Deadlines

The Comment

Editor

an ego boost, a power trip? Is
this a form of prostitution?
The American Heritage Dictionary defines's prostitution
as, "to sell {one's self or one's
talents) to an unworthy
cause." The women receive
one dollar for their
"services."
The names of the men who
receive the tuck-ins are kept
anonymous "in order to avoid
embarrassment," but the
names of of the "Helpful
Tuckers" are proudly displayed. The women tuckers
are referred to as "Miss"
(thereby defining their identity thru men so we know
their marital status) in the ·
article, however, the Housing
Director is referred to as Ms.
Maureen FitzGerald.
I have expressed my dismay about this situation to
Ms. FitzGerald, who has
approved the practice. She
said she would "check into
it." I urge you to call her (ext.
1276) and relate your concerns to her. I would also like
to urge the women involved
in this to think seriously
about the image they are portraying and perpetuating of
women.
Liz Scrr.~gs

Sports
Editor
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Staff
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Production
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Business Manager
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Distribution Manager
Advertising Manager
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Editor: <;hristopher Harwood,· Ed Donahue,
Elizabeth Norton, Ed Santini

Fall 1983 Publication. Schedule
All of the following dates are Thursdavs and are
subject to change.
·
Oct 27, Nov 3, IO, 17, *,Dec I, 8, 15, *
* indicates a week without a paper.
The Comment is a student supported and operated
weekly newspaper serving the academic community of
Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief in Consultation with the
Editorial Board. Re-publication of all material herein
is prohibited without the expressed written permis)ion of the Editor-in-Chief. All materials submitted
become 'the property of The Comment. Letters to the
Editor are encournged but may be limited to 250
~ords or Jess and rnust be typed. Letters, classified
:idvertisements and all other written materials are
mbject to condensation. Advertising rates are availa::>le upon request: Any person wishing to join The
Comment should contact either the Editor-in-Chief or
:he Managing Editor. All correspondence should be
:tddressed to The Comment, Student Union Building,
Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA 02324.
fel.e hone: 617 697-1200 .ext..2158.

Thursday. October 21, J 983 ·

It is called different names:
career development, worklife
planning, life work management, but what is it?
Career development is an
ongoing, life-long process of
personal decision making
which relates to the world of
work. It is a process where
individuals learn how to
make career choices relating
accurate occupational information with realistic goals,
while considering personal
values, interests, and abilities. Once this process is
learned, it can be retained
and used again as both
stages of development and
experience change. The
Bridgewater State College
Career Planning and Placement office has developed
the expertise and tools to
help individuals with this process. Whether you are a
Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, or graduate student, it is the belief of Career
Planning and Placement that
career development and
implementation is a continous life-long process that
focuses on three distinct
areas: self awareness, the
world of work, and career
implementation.
Self awareness encourages self assessment, which
is the process of acknowledging one's values, interests, persorudity, . §!trengths.
and weaknesses. This is an
opportunity where, with the

help of a career counselor,
and individual is able to complete the self assessment task
- the most important element
in the career development
process. Career testing is
also helpful in the self assessment process.
Becoming more familar
with the world of work is
accomplished through publications (i.e. books, association literature, government
literature, etc.); people (i.e.
observation, and information al interviewing); and
experience (i.e. internships,
volunteering part-time/
sum mer jobs, college activities.) The more work life possibilites an individual is

aware of, the better career
decision he or she can make.
Career implementation the final phase - involves
decision making, job search
techniques, resume and
cover letter development,
and interviewing skills. The
Career Planning and Placement office conducts workshops on each of these facets
of career implementation.
So whether you are a
Freshman, Sophomore,
undecided Junior, a Senior,
or other status, the staff of the
CPP office can help you
establish your career development process - a skill you
use at different points in your
life.

March on Washington
November 12 - to protest U.S. intervention in Central America and the Caribbean. For bus and other information contact
the November 12th Coalition 1151 Mass Avenue, Cambridge
at 492-8699 or 354-0008.
Picket the Navy Recruiting Center
On Tuesday, November 1st from 4:30-6:30, a multitude of
people will be protesting the U.S. Marines involvement in
Lebanon outside the Navy Recruiting Center at 110 Tremont
Street in Boston. How many more will die before we speak up?

Breast Self-Exam
Seminar
The Brockton Visiting
Nurses Association and the
Public Education Committee
of the American Cancer
Society's Greater Brockton
Unit, which aids Brockton
and 1O area towns, are sponsoring a breast selfexamination education
session, according to Claire
Booth, Brockton, the Unit's
Public Education Committee
chairwoman.

.. The,.

conference room of the Goddard Memorial Hospital, 909
Sumner Street, Stou_ghton.
Through this session,
health professionals will
become certified breast selfexamination teachers. The
Sessionisfreeandcarries.3
CEU.
Those health professionals
interested in the session can
obtain more information, or
regiester for the session, by

~.ij,~§JQJJ..i,,,.,t~ke:s ...,p.Jltee. ,., ,,cJA,UlQg,,tb~.. c,ance.r . SQci~Jy'$

from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m., Wednesday, Nov. 2, 1983, in the

Greater Brockton Un.it office
at 583-8515.

Personals
. Print your personal on a clean piece of unshredded paper
and bring it to The Comment office. When submitting person~
als you must show your Bridgewater ID. Your name is for our
records only, and need not appear in print. Remember if we
can't read it we won't type it!

~

. ..

. .

P.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ft

Coffee House
The Bridgewater Arts Review and The Literary Exchange
are pleased to announce a coffee house on Thursday,
November 3, from 7:00 to 9:00, in the Formal Dining Hall
(Student Union). Enjoy coffee, conversation and good entertainment. Cost: 50¢ (optional) donation. All welcome to
attend!

Free Mime and Dance Program
The Friends of the Library will sponsor a program of mime
and dance at the Bridgewater Public Library on Tuesday,
November 8 at 7:30 p.m. Anne Loui, a teacher at Brandeis
University, will be the guest performer. She studied mime and
dance in Paris for three years under Etienne Decroux, Ella
Jarosivitcz and Carolyn Carlson at the Paris Opera. She has
performed her solo and company work in New England and in
Europe and has given classes for all different age groups;
ranging from elementary school at the Wates Elemetary
School, to professional dancers at the Institute du Musique in
Paris.
This evening, Ms. Loui will perform a skit, then she will teach
various mime techniques. The public will be invited to join in
!earning the movements of mime.
The program is free to the public and will be held in the
meeting room of the public library.
·
Bible Study
Every Wednesday night from 6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m., Chi
Alpha will be holding a Bible Study. If you would like to find
out what the Bible can do for you in your life, come and join
others like yourself. The Bibfe Studies will be held in the
Plymouth County Room, located in the Student Union across
from the Information Booth. We'll be looking forward to meeting you!

'·'···. /, •.•.. ,.· ..........• J:l~ldgewater Review

·· ~")(rlyone?w;istilng a frliie copy of.the Bridgewater Review can
pick one up at the Social Science office on the second floor of
Tillinghast Hall.
BSC Studio Band
If you play an instrument and read music, join the BSC
studio band. Sit where famous musicians have sat! Come to
rehearsal in Tillinghast I on Tuesdays at 3:00 p.m., or contact
Prof. Gannon at X-2041.
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Announcements

What is Career Development?
By Bruce Tamlyn

The
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BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE sophomores interested in a
career in government service at the federal, state, or local levels are
invited to apply for a 1984 Harry S. Truman Scholarship.
·In April 1984, the Foundation will award 105 Scholarships
nationally. The DEADLINE for all 1984 applications is December 1,
1983.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE can nominate two students
for the 1984 competition. The scholarship award covers eligible
expenses up to $5,000 per year, for the junior year, the senior year
and two years of graduate study.

For further details and reguirements,interested students should
contact· Mrs. Pauline Harrington, Truman Scholarship Faculty
.Representative, 229 Tillinghast, by November 15,1983.

Apartment Needed beginning January 1984, in
Bridgewater. Seeking apartment or room in house. Rent
beginning January, 1984.
Call 491-8504.
Roommate Wanted for furnished 2 bed room cottage
w/color TV, stereo, and full
kitchen facilities. On private
lake; utilities included.
$200/month, 1h hour from
school. Call David, 295-9300
after 9:00 p.m.
Roomate Needed~ male or
female to share expenses in
off campus apartment or
house. For more information, call 584-7040 before
7:30 a.m. or after 10:30 p.m.
Bass guitarist and guitarist
looking for drummer, guitarist, possibly keyboardist to
reform band. We'll play anything from AC/DC to Emmylou Harris. Vocals nice but
not a must. Call 822-9823
after 8:00 and ask for Chris.

LOST??? The following
items are being held at the
Student Services Office: 4
jackets, several books.
Lost: Black, lightweight
jacket with zipper on left
shoulder. Lost in front of
Boyden Hall on Friday,
October 7. Reward offered.
Call Chris A, 8.26-2418.
Lost- all black cat with collar
and bell. Usually behind
Kelly Gym. If found, please
call 697-121~.
Need a babysitter? Weekends day and/or nights,
some weeknights. If out·· of ·
walking distance from college, will need a ride. For more information, leave
your name and number for
Donna at The Comment
office.

The Comment publishes classi·
Jied ads free of charge to
members of the BSC commun·
ity. Submit your ad by noon on
the Mon day of the week it is to
run.

Thursday, October 27: I983
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Important American Women
Part XIII 1973-1974
By Liz Scroggs
AT & T signed an agreement with the EEOC and the
Labor Department providing
goals and timetables for
increasing utilization of
women and minorities. About
$15 million was paid in back
pay to so m e 1 5 , o oo
employees.
In a landmark decision on
January 22, 1973, the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled that
during the first trimester of
pregnancy, the decision to
have an abortion must be left
solely to the woman and her
physician. The only restriction that a State may impose
is the requirement that the
abortion be performed by
physician licensed by the
State. In the second and third
trimester, the court held the
States may impose increasingly stringent restrictions.
The National Black Feminists Organization was
formed. One of the organizers was leading attorney
Eleanor Homes Norton, head
of the New York City Human
Rights Commission.
Billie Jean King beat
Bobby Riggs on September
20, 1973, in the "Battle of the
Sexes" in straight sets.
In 1974 the Coalition of
Labor Union Women was
organized in Chicago with
over 3,000 women in attendence. Olga Madar, former

'

VAW Vice-President, was
elected president.
The Wisconsin Commission on the Status of Women,
chaired by Dr. Kathryn Cladrenbach, inaugurated a series of six regional conferences to examine the status
of the homemaker.
The Mexican American
Women's Association was
organized.
A study by Dr. Constance
Uri, a Cherokee/Choctaw
physician, revealed the
widespread use and abuse of
sterilization of Native American women in Indian health
care facilities. This report led
to the investigation of excessive sterilization of poor and
minority women and to the
1977 revision of the Department of Health Education
and Welfare's guidelines on
sterilization.
Congresswoman· Bella
Abug's bill to designate
August 26 "Women's Equality Day" of the adoption of the
Suffrage Amendment became Public Law 93:-392~
The Screen Actors Guild
reported a nationwide survey
of 10,000 viewers ,on their
opinions of women in the
media. The majority wanted
to see a more positive image
of women, wanted· !:t> see
women appearing 0(1 TV in
positions of authority and in
leading roles, and felt the

AVIATION FRATERNITY
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE

FLIGHT CONTEST
at
King Aviation
Taunton Airport
November 11, 1983

Sign up by Nov. 1st at any of the above
organizations - or call 823. - 3682

Message Drop • Short Field .. Spot Landings

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Editorial Response from p.1
logic, and not "Operation
Buck-A-Tuck", which perpetuates the stereotypes.
As to the criticism about
the "helpful tuckers" being
referred to as "Miss ... ", and
the housing director as "Ms.
Maureen Fitzgerald", it is not
a matter of sexism. Maureen
Fitzgerald has, by choice,
taken the title of "Ms." "Miss"
happens to be the choice of
title of these women.
-·1

r-·-·--·-·---·-·I OPEN HOUSE

I

SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER

0

KARATE
Fred Villari's Studios
of Self Defense

COLLEGE STUDENT SPECIAL
enroll in October for
only $8.00/wk. with BSC LD.
341 Broad St. (Rt 18) after McDonalds '• Bridgewater

697-2996

Psychology Club
II
Happenings
i

I

s

Bridgewater State College

! will host an "9pen House" !

Thurdsay.
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh fruit
Scrambles Eggs
Pancakes w/syrup
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Tomato Soup
Cheese Pizza
Chinese Chow Mein
Chile Con Carne
Fried Rice
Mixed Vegetables

Tomato Soup ·
Manicotti
.,
Roast Pork Loin w/gravy
Italian Mixed Vegetables
Mashed Potatoes
Corn

Friday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Clam Chowder
Clam Chowder
Tuna Melt
Seafood Platter
Open Face Hot Roast Beef Clams
Sandwich w/gravy
Shrimp
Mashed Potatoes
Onion Rings
Broccoli
Cheese Pizza
Green Beans
Carrots

e

Brunch

Assorted Juices
Assorted. Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
French Toast
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

~unday

&

media did not encourage
young girls to aspire to a useful and meaningful role
society.
"Win With Women" was the
campaign slogan of the
Nation Women's Political
Caucus and 18 women were
elected to the 94th Congress.
There was a 29.5 percent
increase in the numbers of
women in the state legislatures (from 465-604). The
first woman to be elected
governor in her own right,
Ella Grasso, was elected
Governor of Connecticut.
Reprinted from The Spirit
of Houston: The First
National Women's Conference. An Official Report to
the President, the Congress,
and the People of the United
States, March, 1978.

Menu at Tilly and The Hill 1
I

Saturday

AVIATION CLUB

Beef Noodle Soup
Fish Square on Bun
Hot Pastrami on a Bun
Waxed Beans
Potato Gems

Beef Noodle Soup
Pork Cutlet w/ Gravy
Stuffed Shells
Mashed Potatos
Zuchini in tomatos
Peas

Chicken Noodle Soup
Meatball Sub
Hot Turkey (Open Faced)
Sandwich w/gravy
Whipped Potato
Mixed Vegetables

Chicken Noodle Soup
Cheese Ravioli
Chicken Cutlet w/
Supreme Sauce
Parsley Boiled Potato
Corn
Green Beans

Tomato Soup
Grilled Ham & Cheese
Sandwich
Sloppy Joe
French Fries
Carrots & Peas

Tomato Soup
Roast Turkey
w/Gravy & Dressing
Baked Ham w/Fruit Glaze
BatterDipped Fish
Mashed Potato
Spinach
Squash

Beef Vegetable Soup
Hot Pastromi on a Bun
Chicken a la King
on a Tart Shell
Potato Puffs
Green Beans

Beef Vegetable Soup
Roast Leg of Lamb
Spaghetti w/Meatballs
O'Brien Potatoes
Broccoli
Corn
Garlic Bread

Corn Chowder
BLT Sandwich
Sheppard's Pie w/Gravy
Peas w/Mushrooms

Corn Chowder
Steak w/Sauteed Onions
and Mushrooms
Turkey Cutlet
Baked Potato
Carrots
Zuchini

I on Sunday, November 6,
i from 1 :00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
I and students are encouragi ed to invite their family and
i friends to this event.

I

i

i
i
i
i
i

i

i

Mr. James Plotner, Assotciate Dean of Admissions, is
co?rdinating the day's actii . .v1t.1es.
!

I
1

I ."We hope many o~ ou_r s~u- I
l d~~tsf .and staff will_ mv1te I
i their . nends and relatives to i

I co~e and see !h~ campus. I
1 We II have exh1b1ts by de! partmepJs,

tou~s, re~r~~h-

I

Jments, ~nd spec1al.act~~1t1es i

~.~~.~~~~..!~~--.J
1

By Rachel Cooper·
The Psychology Club
Banner was completed in
time for the Homecoming
events, thanks to Michelle
Picardi, Ilene Skinner,
Michelle Wedge and Sue
Seminario. Good job girls.
The Psychology Banner
will also be displayed at
Bridgewater . State College
"Open House" scheduled for
Sunday, November 6, 1983
from 11 :00 a.m~ to 4:00 p.m.
The Psychology Dept. in
conjunction with the Psychology Club are busy plari-

ning psychological presentations for this event.
Some of our club members
are planning to attend the
Mass Psychological Association Conference in Dedham
on Saturday, November 5,
1983.
The next Psychology Club
meeting is Thursday,
November 3, 1983 at 11 :00
a.m. in Room 314 of the Burrill Avenue building. Watch
The Comment for details and
check the Psychology Bulletin Board for up to date
announcements of meetings
and activities.

Brunch

Asi;orted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
ToasVbutter/jelly

Monday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Grapefruit Half
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Tuesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Juices
F~esh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes
Bacon
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Wednesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh .Fruit
Cheese Omelet
French Toast
Assorted Donuts
ToastJbutter/jelly

Runners-up for the Homecoming King and Queen wer~ Chris
Harwood and Michelle Maloney.

Photo: Ed Donahue
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Learning Aids for Children

l~

I~

The Bridgewater Lions
Club has presented the
Children's Room of the
Bridgewater Public Library
with two learning aids to
develop reading and math
skills. "Speak & Spell" will
help students builct spelling
skills for grades 1-8, and
"Speak & Math" will improve
math skills for grades 1-6.
These talking devices present students with various
problems, activities and
games that can make learning fun. They give praise
when a correct answer is
given and offer encouragement and guidance when an
answer is · incorrect. Both
learning aids are special
Braille editions which can be
used by both sighted children and those who are blind

5

The Comment

or have low vision. They may
be used in the library, or 8
taken home.
· ~
A special Communications
Kit, purchased with LSCA
funds administered through ~
the Massachusetts Board of M
Library Commissioners, is 8
also available for loan. The ~
kit, designed by the lnterna- R
tion'al Association of Parents
of the Deaf, includes sign Ianguage ·cards, pamphlets and
instructional manuals for the
deaf, and various instructional games such as stack-

NOT JUST PIZZA!

I
8
8

§
§
§
§

~

IT'S •..••

CAMPUS PIZZA I
JT

~!~ht~~~~:~u!~~~. f~;cc~~I~~ l

.

MAKES
A.
BIG.
DIFFERENCE!
§

All of these learning· aids
are welcome additions to the 8s ·
children's collection. Come ~
to the library and check one ~
uut!!

§ *SUPER HOT GRINDERS ·*GARDEN SALADS
§
* HOMEMADE SPAGHETTI
§
~

I

HELP WANTED
Partime position available for college $tudent to
represent travel company on campus.
EARN COMMISSION * WORK EXPERIENCE
* FREE TRAVEL *

I
I
I

·

.

-

·

I
I
~

1325~~:~:::. :~AC~~o~~E;2~ ~::m::,~Y. J4221 ~.::.:~~~~~~.,._,.~~~~
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TrlE STUDENT UNION PROGRAM COMMITTEE

PROUDLY PRESENTS A LECTURE BY:

HUGH KAUFMAN

''THE GR EA T T0 KI C WII STE SC II ND 11 l ''

lvff

H .u g h K au f m. a

D

,

ha 8

b' e e n

Oasis
'Notes

f:ri v'o''f"{T'"c'.ta;,,•i'n ,..,Wl''ffii'Y"~iw~iN'l'!''t>'Til~t'W1!~'~vilf"Jti:'!tfii't'1' 1;.''? ; "'':

He has presented a case before Congress in 1978, he was one of the authors

I

of the SUPERFUND Act designed to control toxic wastes, and he is eurrently

A"iot&nt

Dir•otor of tho Hazardous Site Colltrol Division in Washlngtoa.

!**************
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2 at7:00 P~M. STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
TICKETS PURCHASED AT INFO. BOOTH
H.S.C.
"If

1.50 GENERAL PUBLIC 2.00

a foreign agent wanted to poison the American people, he wouldn't

change U.S. hazardous waste policies

one iota."

HUGH KAUFMAN

Men•••
'These Signatures
Meant alot
to Our Cbuntry.
Yours will too.

OASIS takes great pleaIt is expected that the
sure in announcing the offic- Spring, 1984 course offerings
ers for the 1983-1984 school will be available on or before
year. In' a very close election, November 10. Your officers
the following officers were will be scheduling counselelected during two OASIS ing sessions to be held before
meetings held in November: class registration, November
President: Joyce Turnbull 17, 18, 21, and 22. To enable
Vice President: Jane this system to work, we need
Livingston
the support of all OASIS
Secretary: Catherine members. Remember, we
Nelson
help each other. Upperclass
Treasurer: Debbie Nelson students as well as freshmen
We wish to extend our sin- will join together for the best
cere congratulations· to the support and information.
new officers. To those who
OASIS officers will meet on
took part in the election pro- Friday, October 28 at 11 :00
cess, our undying thanks for · a.m. in the Progress/Ou:-your participation and inter- treach Office.
Deborah Nelson, new
est. ~e hope to count on all
of you during the busy year. treasurer for OASIS, adds the
We are delighted to following:
annou nee the upcoming
1 wish to thank all of the
marriage of OASIS's· Rachel members of OASIS for their
Cooper (who contributes to· vote of confidence in e·lecting
The <;omment by writing me treasurer. I will do my very
Psychology Club Happen- best to uphold your confiings). She will become Mrs. dence in me.
Richard Kaufman on· March Thank you.
· 25. Best wishes to you both.

If you're within a month of
your eighteenth birthday,
it's time·you registered with
Selective Service at·any

U.S. Post Office.
It's Quick. It's F.asy.
And it's the Law.

("'-'?';,'

~'t/. '-,;,

,

,~ ..

,;,~~,~,·~·~~'._:··'

Selet:ti vc Service System
Natkmal Head4uarrers
Wa~hington, D,C, 204 i5

To the Alumni

of Phi Pi Delta

·~

Thank you for your support at this year's
Homecoming. Your attendance helped make it a
complete success.
Sincerely,
The members of

Phi Pi Delta

Thursday. October 27, 1983

E.Il!.~.r..t.~i!!.!!!~!1~
~@
-·~t-OOk.Ing-FOr..irXCifement~~;~~
Why Not Go To 'Chicago

By Matt. Peter Donoghue

her right. After all, she is a
celebrity, with public sympathy on her side. She decries, "Any lawyer in this town
would be glad to take my
case.... They love me.or to
which the wiser counsel-man
icily replies, "You're a phony
celebrity, kid. A flash-in-thepan .... They'd love you a lot
more if you hanged. You
know why? Because it would
sell more . papers!
That's
Chicago!"
But maybe the lawyer's
song, "Razzle-Dazzle," best
describes the experience
you'll encounter this weekend, because CHICAGO, at
its most basic level, is razzle-c dazzle.
~ So. This piece teils part of
la the story. But you don't know
~ what a magical evening is in
~ store for you this weekend.
o And there's only one way to
:g find out. ...
"" See you at the theatre!

Theatre is a visual medium.
There is an old adage that a
picture is worth a thousand
words, which iswhythereare
a few photos or graphics
accompanying this piece
about the new Ensemble
Theatre production of the
Bob Fosse/John Kander/Fred Ebb musical,
CHICAGO.
But photographs and these
few words aren't going to tell
the story behind CHICAGO.
CHICAGO was based on a
satirical comedy of the same
· -title, produced on Broadway
in 1926. The original playwright, Maurine Dallas Watkins
(under. George Abbott's
direction}, drew on her experiences as a cub reporterfor a
Chicago daily covering an
actual sensational murder
case. In 1926, Chicago was
considered a daring commentary On the power Of the
media and its facile manipulation of the public sentiment. In his New York Times
review, Brooks Atkinson
wrote, "What Chicago may
think of this travesty is an
interesting speculation.
'Broadway' is no fit-reprisal.
Chicago newspaper correspondents were ln thetheatre

"JUSTICE"/THE TRIAL OF ROXIE l:dART (at right): Jean Prall ('84) as Roxie Hart, Denis Lawrence, Jr. ('86) as Billy Flynn, and Bill .
Kadra ('84} as Martin Harrison in the Ensemble Theatre production of the Bob Fosse/John Kander/Fred Ebb Broadway musical
vaudeville, directed by Dr. Stephen Levine.

last night, for, better or for
worse."
.. ·
Now, some_fifty-odd yea:rs
later, the commentary seems
to have lost none of its sting,
because the collaborators on
the musical -Messrs. Fosse,

Kander, and Ebb- have sty!ized it into a circusy; show
business musical vaudeville,
and the parallels to high
gloss, celebrity-orientea tele\lision are. quite cl.ear.
There are more th

Keep Your Eyes-ope_n
By Robert Flynn

Now
Playing_!

Thursday the 28
Metro, 15 Lansdowne St. Boston - Gang of Four are The
Police's better half. By this I mean that at the crossroads of
success, Gang of Four choose to stick with their experimental
reggae/new-wave stylings instead of selling out. Their songs
are often political, but are never stylisti<;:ally boring. With Boys
Brigade. The sh.ow starts 7:30pm and costs $8.50. You can get
your tickets through Ticketron.
The Club, 823 Main St. Cambridge, 491-7313.Stanley Turrentine has been making fusion music before anyone else
knew what to call it. His tunes range from irrepressibly funky
to sweet and slow. One of living living greats of tenor sax. 2
snows at 9· and 11 pm.

Friday the 28th

'

The Channel,25 Necco St. Boston, 451-1905, - I can think of
few other bands that are more suitable fdr a Halloween party
than The Cramps; This band is a totally outragous proto-punk
band that has been with us in in one form or another for man}'
years. WHh Prince Charles and Blackouts, two bands that
sounds equally delightful.
-

RULES

Bob Smith's
Trivia

AND THE WINNERS OF CONTEST NUMBER FOUR ARE:
Richard Teague and .Glenn Broghamer
· Thf!re were 11 entries last week and 7 entries had correct
answers. The winners of the tickets w~re chosen by raffle from
the names of the four winning entries. Congratulations to the
winners and all who correctly answered the questions. ·
The answers to last week's questions are:
1. Head, Heart, Hands, Health

the 29th

Copley Plaza Ballroom, Boston 876-8742 - Sonny Rollins
and his quintet bring their brand of classy-wild jazz to Boston.
·Sonny's mus,ic ranges from jazz standards to The Rolling
Stones. A definite must for any jazz buff.
\

__________....,......................................_

1. What do you call these kinds of sentences (or words)?
a. Was it a rat I saw?
~ b. Evil I did dwell; lewd did I live. ·
c. Was it a car or a cat I saw?
2. What is the name of Jacques Cousteau's research ship?
3. What was the name of the company which emplQyed George
Jetson in the T.V. cartoon show The Jetsons?
4. Most U.S. coins were minted in Philadelphia, Denver or San Francisco. Denver had a [)as a mint mark and Philadlephia had a Pas a
mint mark. Some coins,· obsolete now, had a CC mint mark. Whe-re
were CC coins minted?
5. What was the name of the New York Yankees baseball team before
they were called the Yankees? (1913)

Jumbo's, 1-133 Broadway, Somerville, 623-8177 - Gary
Shane and the Detour are one half of the power pop group
Shane Champagne (Shadow World). After a couple of years
. bf semi-success the band broke up to form Gary Shane and
the Detour and David Champange and the Pink Cadillac. The
Detour have relaesed a single that got a lot of airplay a while
ago - (Johnny's Coaltrain). Both groups have gotten away
fr9m their fluffy power pop format and The Detour has proved
to be the most interesting. With Friday and New M1;1n.

.

s.u.

CONTEST NUMBER FIVE:

. Rat,·528 Comm Ave Kenmore Square, 247-8309 - Slash
•hardcore recording artists from L.A., Green on Red for a
smashing good time. With some locals called Red Buckets.

!

Performances of CHICAGO
are Thursday, Friday and
Saturday evenings, October
27, 28 and 29 at the
Auditorium; Eight O'Clock Curtain. Tickets are $3.50
w/B.S.C. 1.0.; $5.00 for Genera/ Public. For ticket reservations or information, call
r. m us Extension 1321.

· 1. Prizes
trivia questions are two movie tickets to
each winner which are good at General Cinema Theatres.
2. All entries must be received at the Comment office by noon
on the Wednesday following the issue date. Onlyone entry per
contestant. Comment employees are inelegible.
3. There. can only be two winners a week, that's all we can
afford, so when there are more than two winners we'll have a
lottery.
4. Contest only open to Bridgewater State College Students,
faculty and Alumni. All entries are to be submitted to the
Comment Secretary between the hours of 9a.m .. to 2p.m: A
valid l.D. must be approved by the secretary. The entry should
include the answers, your name, address and telephone
number.
5. Winners will be notified in the next issue of The Comment:
6. Not all questions need to be answered in order to enter the
contest and winners will be indicated by the number of correct
answers . .ft is possible fo only get one question right and'still
win unless, of course, someone else does better.
·

Scouting reports from clubland!

-

lines of dialogue in the musical opening tonight (Thursday, October 27), which
really say it all. Roxie Hart,
who has shot her lov8r and
must stand .trial for her crime,
complains to her lawyer, Billy

..........----------...-...--..-..-.-...........................laillBi.....------~

~;.;.;;;;.;.;.;.;;;.-;.;.;.~~m.;.;~;....-.--

S~turday

'Flyn?. that he isn't treating

James.Bond (Sean Connery) captivates Dom1no{Kim
Basinger). who abandons one of the world's richest
men for the love of 007 in the action-adventure film
Nevf!r Say Never Again, a Warner Bros. release

2. 5 o'clock CHARLIE

3. MYCROFT
.4. 90 feet
5. Nellie Ross
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Maryann Plunkett and Mercedes Mccambridge in 'Agnes of God'

~i

Stay

Tuned!
Jennifer
Slept
Here·
Drawing: Brian Pimenta

By Mark Pimenta
Jennifer Farrell was a famous movie star who died six
years ago. When the tour
busses drive by her house,
the tour guide can be heard
saying,_ "When this star vanished, the heavens seemed to
glow a little less brightly."
Now, after her death, her.
house has been bought by
George and Susan Elliot and
their two children, Joey and
Marilyn, who have just moved
from New York to California.
While Joey is moving into his
new room, a goorgeous
blonde, suddenly appears
standing in the middle of the
floor claiming to be the ghost
of Jennifer Farrell. Unknown
to Joey, Jennifer has
appointed herself his personal guardian. This little
ghost story is entitled .... Jennifer Slept Here.
Now, I must say one thing·
before I go any further with
-this review. I dislike situation
comedies (sitcoms . for short.)
They usually go for ·cheap
humor. What I mean by that is
they go for the easy laugh by
making jokes on the initial
situation the · comedy is
based. It just seems to me
that the old sitcoms had better writfng to them. Also, if
they used jokes I ike the
shows do now, based on the
premise, they were intelligent, they didn't go for a
quick laugh. Besides that,
mostly all the ideas used as a
basis for a sitcom are
pathetic and stupid. Not all
are like this, there are some
exceptions, but they are few
and far between.
Anyway, back to the
review. When I saw the ad for
Jennifer Slep Here in the T.V.
Guide, I thought he.re we go
with another silly comedy
with a Blonde Bombshell.
But, now after watching the.
premiere episode, Jennifer
Slept Here may have a ghost

of a chance. This show seems
to be "The Topper" of the
80's. Ann Jillian (Jennifer)
has just the right amount of
sass, sex appeal and sensitivity. John Navin (Joey) reacts
to Jennifer:s .a11~iq$, Jike,.¥Ql:_.l
or I would, totally exasperated by the complication tt:tat
no one can see Jennifer but
him. On top of this, everyone
thinks that Joey is becoming
strange because he spends
some his time talking to thin
air.
There is also an excellent
relationship between Jennifer and Joey's fathi:ir,
George. George is constantly
heard makinfJ cracks about
our ghost's rise to stardom. In
the first episode, George is
·trying to hang a picture of
cantelopes in which Jennifer
is quick to respond, "You
don't hang fruit, you eat .it."
With every remark that
George makes about her,
Jennifer knocks the picture
off the wall I can not wait to
see what else will mysteriously fall around the house
as George's comments flow
out of his mouth.
So, if for some reason, you
feel in a sort of ghostly mood,
take a look at Jennifer Step
Here She just may materialize into your program
schedual.
Answers to last week's quiz
1) Seaview
2) Honor Blackman - Catherine Gale 1961-66
Diana Rigg - Emma Peel

1966-68
Tara King - Linda Thorson

1968-69
Gene Barry .
Lalo Schifrin
My Mother, the Gar
My World and Welcome to
it, William Windom
7) Roger Moore
8) Alexander Courage
9 A 1950 Ford show car called
the "Futura"
1O) F.or the People

3)
4)
5)
6)

High Praise For 'Agn·es of God'
With the introduction of dis;:; · world of science and sterility.
tant melodic hyms we are Mercedes Mccambridge is a
thrust into the world of Agnes well estaolished actress, winIt is always difficult for a
of God.
ning one Oscar and being
ritic to convey the sensaElizabeth Ashley electrifies nominated tor one other, and
tions, the stimuli, and the
the cathedral with her por- displays all of her divers·e taltrayal of Dr. Livingstone, ents in her character which
e motional appeal of live
staring off into S;Jace drag- exudes warmth, concern,
theater,. especially when they
are only allotted a limited
ging heavily from a cigarette. and care.
She plays the psychoanalyst
The miracle of Agnes of
space. It will be exremely perplexing for me to share with
in the show who has .been God reveals itself in the
you the sheer drama, humor,
appointed by the court to unbelievable and unforgettaand anguish of the superb
determine Agne's state of ble incarnation of Mary-Ann
play Agnes of God written by ·mind. You see, Agnes had a Plunkett as Agnes. Ms. Plunthe talented John Pielmeier.
baby that was found kett, a native of Lowell, has
Agnes of God is presented by
strangled with its own umbili.. returned home to bless us
Kenneth Waiss man, Lou Kracal cord. Elizabeth Ashley with a performance so touchmer, and Paramount Theatre
starred in the original Broad- ing, so sincere, and so creduProductions, and it is being
way production of Agnes of lous you flinch every time she
directed by Michael LindsayGod and recreates her role experiences pain, and gloat
Hogg. Agnes of God is curwith an intensity that mes- when she conveys joy. Ms.
rently playing for a limited
merizes the audience and
Plunkett tackled a very
two week engagement at the
more ·importantly, gives the demanding role and carried it
Shubert Theatre from Oct.
audience a point of reference off with highest degree of
2.;>tb ~-No.v~.~~:~····,>·~-,,,,,,.1, ···:-·'.:··· w.hi~h ..tQ~.Ys;S~D,.F~lc,it~ . . tP~,.~~r, ·.~·~Sc~ss~. _S.h1;; .. p9rtr~yp . . . an
The first clue to the austerdecadently sensual and . aura of innocence crriCiarto,
ity, dignity, and gravity of the
business-like costume of the play and one sees her
show comes with the first
maroon silk acts as a perfect simpleness as innocence
limse of the imposing set
foil to the form denying roles
rather than stupidity.
esigned by Eugene Lee. The
of Agnes and Mother Miriam
Agnes of God ls very similtage is enveloped in warm
Ruth. Ms. Ashley captures
iar in content and style to last
ood planking which soars
the attention of the audience semester's successful presfrom the first moment and - entation by Dr. Steven Levine
t the back into a subtle, eleant, and sweeping wall · focuses it there for the duraof the drama Equus and .
ierced with vertical wounds.
tion o;f the show.
anyone who enjoyed Equus,
ighlighting and integrating
Mother Ruth, pJayed conand I don't know of anyone
the sparse set, ·for the only sumately by Mercedes
who didn't, I highly recomother accompaniments are Mccambridge, acts as a
mend that you go and see
wo chairs and an ashtray, is device for the ideals and
Agnes of God. It doesn't only
he eerie and wonderfully institutions of the Roman
appeal to you as a spectator,
ppropriate lighting con- Catholic Church. She
it will appeal to you as a per.son and a student.
eived by Roger Mor-gan. The believes in faith, hope, saints,
hubert appears to have and miracles and does everyPrices range from $15 to
een converted.to someone's thing in her power to protect
$30. For tickets or more inforaded ideal of a cathedral. Agnes from Dr. Livingstone's
mation. call (617) 426-4520.

Nightmare Weekend
By Alicia McMurrer
This past Columbus Day"
weekend I had the opportunity to go home. In my four
years of college, I hadn't
been home for that particular
weekend, so when_opportunity knocked, I answered.
Never again will .1 be at
home this Columbus Day
weekend. It fulfilled my every
nightmare. Before I go on,
maybe I should tell you that
my family's home is in asmall
town in the middle of Ver-:
mont. Naturally, I was lookJng forward ·to a beautiful
weekend in the color-blazed
Green Mountains. Me and
about a million others. Beautiful it was. Weather-wise you
could not have asked for
three more perfect days, for

the foliage color was at its
peak, as was in the
population~ -·
They came by car, by bike,
in motor homes, and on
motorcycle. And once they
were there, they were everywhere: in the stores, .in the
bars, on the roads, driving
ever so slowly so not to m'iss
one turned leaf.
One consolation is that my
house is si.tuated on top a
small mountain with a narrow
dirt-I guessyou would call it a
road leading up to it. Up there
I thought I was safe from the
droves of tourists. I was
sorely mistaken'. Sunday
afternoon, sure enough, a
truck full of "them" pulled
into the drive way. They were
in search of Vermont apples.
They inquired about hunting

down some of ours; 1·told
them they could go wild in
our front orchard, that is to
say, they could take how ever
· many they wanted. They did
go wild, about four bushels
_worth of wilcf.
Despite these few insignificant observations, the· weekend was marvelous. As a
matter a tact, if you have
never been to Vermont during the pea1doliage season, I
would highly recommend
. making it part of your "things
to do in one's life time if
opportunity knocks" list. But
if you do venture North and
· come across a town, population 1,000 (people included),
please, resist ~he temptation
to turn up any dirt roads that
look like they lead to no
where.
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SGA Profile
of the Week
Hello! My name is Christine have it here.
Quinn, a senator for the class
The SGA is for the stuof 1985. I am a History major dents. If any student feels
with a minor in Political that there is a situation that
Science. My immediate should be taken care of, I feel
future plans include going to that we of the SGA would
graduate school and my long listen intently and try to help
range plans involve working if possible. I encourage stueither in higher education or dents to attend our meetings,
which are held every 'Tuesin government.
This is the first year that I day at 6:00 p.m. in the Counhave been on the Senate. My cil Chambers in the Student
primary reason for running Union to watch or voice any
for this position was the feel- concerns.
ing that I could help the stuI wish you a very producdents in some way. I realJy tive academic year, and if you
like seeing the students hav- · have any questions, please
ing an equal say in the contact me or any other SGA
decision-making process in a member in the SGA office in
college and I believe that we the Student Union.

Organ Concert
Tickets are now available for the Fourth Annual Josephine
Cobb Memorial Organ Concert at the First Paris~ Unitarian
Universalist Church on School Street in Bridgewater. The
concert will be given on Sunday, November 6 at 4 P.M. Organist for this concert will be Walter Whitehouse, a resident-of
Chicago. Mr. Whitehouse is a graduate of Trinity College in Hartford and Northwestern Uriiversity. He" has studied with
Raymond Glover and Wolfgang Rubsam. Further private
study has been with Jean Langlais in Paris. Currently, he is
active in pipe organ restoration work in the Chicago area and
is Organist-Choirmaster of the Church of ~he Epiphany in
Chicago.
Persons wishing to obtain tickets for the concert may contact Rev. Charles F. Flagg ·at the church office at First Parish
Chufc,h a~ 50 §cnq9t. Street, Bridgewater orJhe Music Com,mmee chairperson, louella Marin.
· ..

1966
Above are Domingo Amado and Debbie Maloney, the newly ·
elected Homecoming King and Queen.

..... _._..._...._._.._... ........ ,._......_.._..,,_._......_.. ._.._._..._.,,,_._.....__...l
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Bottle Cap Raffle Winners
1st

pri~e:

Beer Ball

Call: 583 - 8332

College Studefit Needed:

BUS (Continued from p. 1)

Photo: Ed Donahue

I
I
i

I

Larry Pollans, Art Dept.

2nd prize:Stuffed Bear
Don DeMello

~

to care for our 15 mo. & 41!;, yr. old
would be fully equipped with
daughters
· afternoons & evenings I ~~
radios and would be driven begin soon. Har.tel claims
3rd prize: Two Movie Passes
i in E. Bridgewater home. Fu~nished ~
by specially trained students. that he has' already met with
.
.
b~droom & priuate bath auailable/
This plan would run a high varfous persons~·coricerning
r
Ken Haskell
cost of approx irnately the issue. The proposal must
f i77 exchange for child care. If
l
$95,000 per.year. To pay for gain support from the college
J interested,p/ease call:
I
The Accounting & Finance Club
to thank all
such an extensive expendi- administration, the Board of
i
i
ture, Hartel's proposal Trustees, the Student
L.~.-J.Z.§..:.ZZ2.?includes a f~e of seven to ten Government Association,the
dollars. per stu.de.nt per commuters to whom it wol;lld
semester and a possible fee affect, along with residepts
for PCE" students as they ' and, finally, the Bridgewater
would benefit as well. The Selectmen. .To gain such
. t
.
.
possible proposal also has it . support. would take tim,a, but
thatsuch cost woL1ld be indi- Hartel expresses in his prOp- "
rectly returned to the campus · osal that gradual imple.h'H:l11as student drivers would tation would be the dire.ction
derive benefits of a $20,000 · in which the proposal would·
per year payroll. Hartel also go.
.
expresses that this proposal
Hartel expressed that the
is designed with expansion in system would not be a BAT
mind, as in the future services system and should not be
of other towns could be made considered as such. The syspossible.
tern, according to Hartel,
October 25 & 27·
Also, included in the prop- would be rim by Bridgewater
osal is construction of a cros- State College. Costs to the
November 15 & 17
saver at the foot of the college would include labor,
commuter parking lot. How- fuel, maintenance, training
December 6 & 8
ever, Conrail supposedly and supervision. The bulk of·
owns the railroad tracks over · the cost would be that of.
which the cross would be. rnaintainance and insurance
February 28 & March 1
built The college would ~ave at approximately $25,000 per
to gain approval from Conrail year. Oth~r approximate
April 2
for such a move to be possi- expenses. would be labor at
ble. Also, street licenses must $20,000 per year, fuel at
be obtained from towns $15,000 peryear, training and
involved. It is hoped by Hartel supervision · at . $3,000 per
that all towrts would agree to year and a $2,000 per y~ac
the proposal.
miscellaneous.
Despite all this, before all
Hartel. optimistic that his
February 7 & 9
the 9ther towns agree to it, proposal would work for thethe proposal must first go benefit of all students·.
April 3 & 5
through the red tape process. · According to a survey conHartel believes that this plan ducted in the Spring of 1983,
Interested persons must sign up at least one week before the date of the class desired.
could be in action by January results determined that 94%
Please contact Dr. Walter Hewitson in room 114A of the Science Building.
of 1984. If this is to be so, . of Brockton area commuter
meetings conc;erning. imple- students st;irveyed'would u~il
mentatio11 · would have to ize'the bus s~rvice.
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CPR CLASSES

Tuesdays & Thursdays 6:00 -. 9:30 p.m. in
room 217 of the Science .Building

Rescuer Courses, $3.00 per student

Instructor Courses
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Sports
Homecoming Victory For Bears
By Gregory Mathis

yard run by Dave Buckley,
and a Ambrose completion to
Scott Johnson set up a first
and goal situation on the one
yard line. Ambrose then
called his own number on the
next play and drove through
the lineto put Bridgewater up
6-0 at 11 :35 of the second
period. George Ramirez
kicked the extra-point.
Then, just seconds later,
Mitch Degere intercepted a
Barrett pass and returned it
40 yards. That, along with a
clipping penalty on Curry put
the ball on their own four
yard line, 1st and goal.
Ambrose then found Tight
End Mario Proia in the endzone to up the score to 14-0.
That TD came at 11 :07, just
:28 seconds after the first.
But Bridgewater wasn't
through yet. On the ensuing
kickoff, Curry fumbled and
John Tagliere of Bridgewater
recovered it on the Colonel
17 yard line.
Fullback Brian Mahoney
took the next handoff from
Ambrose and busted through
the line for a 15 yard pickup,
leaving it 1st and goal on the
2 yard line.
Buckley then got the call,
and got into the endzone
from two yards out. The PAT
was good, and Bridgewater
was ahead 21-0, scoring
three touchdowns in 1:10.
Bridgewater's defense held
Curry scoreless the remainder of the half, on big plays
from Degere and freshman
Doug Barnard.
Bridgewater opened up the
second half the way .they
began the second qua~e~
Linebacker Todd Kirby intercepted a pass on Curry's
opening drive.
The Bears again capitalized on a Colonel mistake, as
Ambrose hit Proia for a 15
yard play, putting the ball on
the Curry 11 yard line. On the
next play; Buckley rushed for
his second touchdown of the
afternoont an 11 yard run.
Bridgewater failed· the extrapoint attempt, thus going up

27-0.

Curry's potent offense
finally got on the board at
2:48 of the third quarter, as
Barrett found his favorite
reciever, Blau. Curry missed
the extra-point attempt.
The fourth quarter opened
with a big defensive stand by
the Bears, led by a sack by
Tom Twiss. The defensive
pressure forced Curry to
punt deep in their own zone,
giving Bridgewater good
field position on the Curry 46
yard line.
Runs by Andy Nekoroski
and Mahoney put the Bears
on the 15 yard line, but Curry
recovered a fumble by
Ambrose to stop the drive.
The Bridgewater defense
again held tough forcing the
Colonels to. punt again with
only 5:00 left in the game.
Tom McGrory replaced
Ambrose at quarterback, but
was unable to move the team,
as they were faced with a 4th
and 25 situation.
Curry got the football back
and scored their second
touchdown of the game, on a
one yard run after a strong
goal line stand by the
defense. The again missed Senior Co-Captain Jim Hachy (30) returned to the Bridgethe extra-point, going for the water line-up with a bang.
Photo:Ed Sant1111
two point conversion.
The ensufn.g kickoff was
recovered by Curry on the
onside kick, but the defense
stopped them.
Ambrose returned with just
1 :34 left, apparently to run
the clock out, but they had
By Deb Santheson
one more trick up their
medals.
sleeve, as Buckley reeled off
On
Saturday,
the
BridgeAfter a long road trip,
a 60 yard run with :47. The
Nater State Women's Volley.:. Bridgewater returned home
point after was made by
:>all team took the second for a match against FraRamirez.
:>lace trophy at the Roger-'' mingham State College on
Buckley had an outstandNilliams Invitational Touma- Tuesday night. In the three
ing game for the Bears, rushment. The tournament was out of five series, Fra ...
ing . 116 yards on 11 carries,
set up as follows: There were mingham was no competiand three touchdowns. Mahtwo pools of four teams each. tion for the Bears as they
oney also had a fine game,
Playing on court one were clinched the match in three
carrying the bal 115 times for
Roger Williams College, straight games. In the first
60 yards. Ambrose was 5 for
Hawthorne College, Mass. two games of the. night
10 for 82 yards.
Maritime Academy, and Bridgewater let up only one
Ofl the defensive side,
Western Connecticut. Court point, beating the Rams 15senior co-captain Jim Hachy
two held Bate's College, 0,15-1. Bridgewater won the
See BEARS page 11
Bridgewater, Rhode Island third game,15-11, with the
Community College and St. help of the team's sub-varsity
11
Michaels. In Bridgewater's members. They did welJ,n
first two matches of the day, remarked Phillips, "They
they defeated Bates and St. have alot of work to do but
Michaels (a Division 11 team) this was good game expein two straight games:15- rience for them. It wil prepare
4,15-11 and 15-10,15-12 them to fill in when I need
respectively. Bridgewater's them to. They seldom get Et
third victory over Rhode chance to play."
Island in three games, 14Upcoming games include
16,15-9,15-12, brought them an away tri-match with
into the semi-finals against Lowell and Southeastern
the host team Roger Willi- Massachusetts at 6:QO pm on
ams. Beating Roger Williams Thursday. On Saturday,
in three games 15-6,8-15,15- Bridgewater will travel to
13, Bridgewater proceeded North Adams State at 2:00
to the finals against Western pm. On Monday the 31st,
Connecticut, but lost in two Bridgewater travels to W.P.I.
.foratri-match with W.P.t. and
games, 15-11, 15-9.
"It was so close," said Simmons, and on Tuesday
Coach Kimberly Phillips, November1, Bridgewater will
''but the girls were tired and play Salem State, which
they were happy with second could be the match that
place. I was very pleased with decides first place in the
their performance." Overall, Mass. State Conference.
Bridgewater took first place Bridgewater's last game of
intheirdivisiori.lnadditionto the season will be on
recieving the second place November 3rd at home
trophy, each member of the. against Bridgeport at 6:00 pm
Ph.oto:Ed Santilli
Mitch Degere's (18) interception run of 60 yards against Curry.
team was awarded individual in Kelly Gymnasium'. .

BRIDGEWATER-The Bridgewater State College footb a 11 team thrilled an
enthusiastic home crowd on
Saturday, as the beat Curry
College on Homecoming
Day, 34-12.
"Winning the Homecoming
game means alot to these
players," said Bears Head
Coach Peter Mazzaferro, "it's
the one weekend where most
of the students stay at school
for Homecoming events, and
alot of the alumni come back
too. I think this game really
means alot to the seniors
especially."
Well, the Bears can rest
assured that the 1500 plus
people at Swenson Field
went away pleased with their
teams performance.
Bridgewater was facing a
tough Curry squad that featured the number one quarterback in the New England
Football Conference in freshman Bob Barrett and the
number one wide reciever in
Mike Blau, who came into the
game with 24 receptions, just
two ahead of Bridgewater's
Steve Hughes.
Defensively, the Curry
Colonels lead the NEFC in
passing defense, but were
last in rushing, therefore the
Bears game plan was to rush
the bal I, and they were quit
successful, gaining 230 yards
on the ground.
The first quarter featured
both teams moving the ball
well but not being able to
capitalize. The only scoring
chance came at the five minute mark of the period, as
Curry attempted a 28 yard
field goal, but it was blocked
by defensive back Angelo
LaPaglia.
The Bears defense finished
the first quarter with a strong
defensive surge, giving
·Bridgewater the ball to start
the second quarter.
From there Freshman QB
Mark Ambrose began to
move the Bears offense. A 20-

BridgeWa.ter Places
Second At Volleyball
Tournament

•. 'i
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Sports
Bears Business
not break as they held the
ment (Oct. 28;..29). The ladies
Curry offense three times
are currently on a six game
winning streak - and seem
Did everybody have a nice, within their own 10-yard line
destined for a post-season
relaxing Homecoming wee- without a point. Excellent job
berth somewhere. A win this
kend? How did everyone feel by freshman Todd Kirby who
weekend would almost guacome Sunday morning? If picked off a pass and was in
you belonged to the Bears on a number of tackles after . rantee a spot in the NCAA's in
Football team you felt great replacing an injured John
November. First though they
must get by Westfield State
after that super performance Fournier (knee) at linebacker.
(6-6-1 ), and the winner of a
on Saturday.
"Quote of the Week" goes ·match between W.P.I. (14-4)
Yes, the Bears evened their
and Plymouth State (8-7}.
record at (3-3) by trouncing to Dave Buckley who had his
Coach Thimas has her team
the Curry Colonels (34-12). best day ever as a college
The Bears capitalized on player. Late in the game after
both ready and hungry.
Next to be congratulated is
three Curry turnovers in the scoring two touchdowns prethe women's volleyball squad
second quarter to twenty- viously, Buck complained of
who came away from this
one unanswered points in a a pulled hamstring. The next
time he touched the ball he
past Saturday's Roger Willimere 70 seconds.
ams Invitational with second
After a Colonel fumble was scampered 60 yards for his
place and more hardware for
recovered by the Bridge- third score of the day. When
the already overflowing
water State defense on the asked how his !eg felt after
trophy cases. They conCurry 35-yard line, Mark that, he replied, "Now it's
Ambrose hit Scott Johnson really pulled." Sure, Dave.
tinued their dominance in the
This week the Bears hope
with a pass of 31 yards down
MASCAC conferehce also
( 4-0) , with a victory over a
to the one-yard line where to put back-to-back wins
Ambrose took it over himself together as they take on the
lowly Framingham State
for six. On the following kick- Nichols Bisons (4-2) in a Friteam (3-0). If they get by
off the Bears specialty team day night game (7:00 p.m.) in
North Adams and Salem
forced the Colonels to cough Webster, MA. The. Bisons are
State more trophies will be
up the ball at their 20. A few coming off a (17-0) victory
reaped by this team. Keep on
plays later Ambrose hit fresh- over WNEC last Saturday.
going, ladies.
man Mario Prioa with a 3- Nichols-Bridgewater State
The women's cross counyard "lob" pass for another games are always tough,
try team.head to Holy Cross
score. On the next Curry high intensity encounters
this weekend for the
offensive series cornerback with the victor usually the
Women's New Englands. The
Mitch Degere picked off an one that wants it the most.
following week they travel to
errant Colonel pa_ss and Being away from home the
E. Connecticut for the ECAC
rambled 44 yards down th~ Bean;. must go. ~here.even · Finals where the,y should be
sidelines to the one. On the more determined that this
one of the top seeds. At the
same time the men will be
next play senior tailback past Saturday if they are
competing in Boston in the
Dave Buckley scored the first going to win. Good luck,
·
of his three touchdowns on guys!
Men's New Englands. Get
Meanwhile, while all this
the day (1 r 11, 60).
them ready John L. and Big
A tip of the hat goes to the was happening on Saturday,
Mac.
Our women's tennis team
Bears offensive line who the women's field hockey
dominated the Curry defense team (11-2-3) was selected as
scored a solid (5-3) win over
throughout the day. Defen-. the #1 seed in this wet:tkend's
Roger. Williams on Wednessively, the Bears bent but did ECAC Division Ill tourn.a- · day to finish their season at

By Mike Storey

Kelly Gym
The
Kelly
. Pool is open
was very pleased with his
team's performance and was again. It was closed from last
happy over the team's Friday night to Wednesday
improvement the entire sea- morning because of a high
son. Get ready for the spring, bacteria count. In order to
help alleviate this problem in
team.
On a down note, the soccer the near future a new bathing
team (2-11) is having a diffi- cap policy has been estabcult season this year. On. lished for the pool. Starting
Monday, they were again Monday, October31stnoone
shutout for the third straight will be allowed in the pool
game by a strong North without a cap. This includes
Adams team (3-0). Coach Sal both men and women. If you
Rappolo seems to be walking need a cap they wi 11 be avai Iaaround with a lot less hair on ble in the Equipment Room
his head than he had in early by giving in your ID. If you
would like to purchase your
September.
own they can be obtained in
lntramurals
The men's flag football the equipment room for
playoffs have begun with $2.00. This new rule wul1 not
Smegma by virtue of a victory only help in keeping the pool
over the Force (16-6) going functioning properly but also
into the finals for the third make it a more enjoyable
straight year. They take on place to swim.
Again, second quarter gym
the winners of the the BAMFS
(last year's champs and the and pool schedules are availPiranhas who square off next able in the rack in the gym·
Monday. The championship lobby. Pick one· up if you
game will be next Wednes- want to use the facility in
between classes, practices,
day.
and
games.
·
In the women's flag footIt seems like those mid
ball league the leaders are
currently the Mad Dogs (4-1- semester exams have come
1) and the Piranhas (4-1). upon you once again. The
Playoffs among the top four library is doing some overtime business. This is a candy
teams will begin next "Neek.
On the volleybal I circuit the fiend's weekend - of delight
Fiestas (4-0) are leading the with Halloween being Monwomen's division. The men's day. Miniature Snicker and
league has a logjam at the top Milky Way bars can be seen
with the Token, Pro's, and all over campus. Just
Smegma all tied with (2-1) remember what that does to
records. What's a Good your complexion as well as
Name (6-0) and the Neigh- the rest of your body. Looks
bors (5-1) are -leading the like Aerobics could see a full
house on Wednesday night.
coed division.
(3-5). Coach· Doug Chapman

Rugby Team
Wins In Front
of Large Crowd
By Peter MacDonald
The Bridegewater Rugby
Football Club improved their
record to 4-3-0 in front of an
enormous Homecoming
crowd. Bridgewater's match
against the seasoned verteran Worcester Rugby Club
which ended in ·a 6-4 win,
attracted, as one fan said
"more people than the football game."
The combined scoring
efforts of Alfred Mubanda
and Nick Molinari were the
key components which led to
Bridgewater's win. Mubanda
scored a try in the middle of
the first half after kicking a
free ball some distance down
the field and was able to

touch it down unassisted.
Molinari followed with a two
point kick. which held Worcester behind for the rest of
the game.
Two weeks before, Bridgewater captured third place in
the first annual Molson
Golden Rugby Tournament
held at Plymouth State College in New Hampshire.
The ruggers came back
from an early morning loss
and shut out Plymouth State
20-0. Kevin Belanger started
the scoring with a try at 4:57
into the first half and Tim Ball
scored from five yards out
immediately afterwards
bringing the score. to 8-0 at
half ti me. At the start of the
second half, Gregg "Hershel"

Field Hockey named number one seed. in ECAC Tournament next week.
Poillucci bulled his way
through a host of Plymouth
State players and touched
the ball down scoring a controversial try which was disputed by Plymouth. Finally
with ten minutes left in the
match, Jim Rudenes embarrassed Plymouth when he
picked up a nice up-andu nder kick from Sprout
Mccorrison and danced his
way over the try line. Jim Len-

non followed this by drilling
the ball through the uprights
for two more points.
The last tournament game
for Bridgewater was played
against Maine Maritime.
Belanger started the scoring
again, this time after running
73 yards through all the
Maine defenders. After Molinari kicked the two point conversion, there was no
stopping Bridgewater. Daryl

Photo:Ed Santilli

"Piledriver" Johnson found
his way over the try line carrying two Maine ruggers with
him and Poilucci put the icing
on the cake with a picture
perfect swan dive through
half the Maine team for the
last score of the game.
The rugby players will
travel to Mass Maritime this
weekend to play in the Mass
Maritime Homecoming
game.
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Sports
Kelly Gymnasium
2nd Quarter Schedule
(Oct.22-Dec.14)
Pool
Open Times
8-9am, 10-11am,12-1 pm,6-11 pm
Mon./Wed.
8-9:15am, 11-12pm,5:30-6:30,8:30-11 :OOpm
Tuesday
8-9: 1Sam,11-12pm,6-11 pm
Thursday
8-9am, 10-11am,12-1 pm,6-Bpm
Friday
Oct.29,Nov.19,Dec.10
Sat. (1-4pm)
6-11 pm
Sunday
Reserved Time:
Tuesday(6:30-8:30)
Aquabrytes
3-6pm Mon.-Fri.
Varsity Swim Practice
BSC vs. Regis (women) 2:00pm Dec.3
Varsity Swim Meets
Small Gymnasium
Open Times
Mon/Wed/Fri
Tue/Thur

.

Sat. (1-4pm)
Aerobics
Varsity Practices
IM Volleyball

Large Gymnasium
Open Times
Mon/Wed/Fri
Tue/Thur
Sat. (1-4pm)
Sun

12-1 pm,2-3:30pm
8-9:15,11-12pm,3-3:30
Oct.29,Nov.19,Dec.3,Dec.10
8:30-11 pm (After IM volleyball has been completed)

Reserved Time:
Varsity Practices
Varsity Basketball Games:
Men
Women

8-9am,11-12pm;1-3:30pm,8:30-11 pm
(after IM volleyball is completed)
11-12pm, 1:30-3:30pm,8:30-11 pm
(after IM volleyball is completed)
Oct.29,Nov.19,Dec.3,Dec.10
Mon/Wed 12-1 pm,8:30-9:30pm
Sun-Fri. 4-8pm
Sun-Thur. 8:30-11 :OOpm

Varsity Volleyball Games
Intramural Volleyball

3:30-Spm Sun.-Fri.
Nov.21 (8:00),Nov.22 (8:00),Dec.6(8:00)
Dec.8 (8:00)
Nov .18(7:00) ,Nov.19(7:00),Nov.22(6:00)
Dec.2(7:00), Dec.8(6:00) ,Dec.10(7:00)
Dec.14(7:00)
Oct25 (7:00),Nov.3(6:00)
Sun-Thurs. (8:30-11 :00}

NOTE: The Gym will be available for open recreation during practice time whenever
there is a varsity game that night. The gym will also be available once the IM
volleyball season has been completed.
Universal Weight Room
Universal Weights
Mon-Fri
· 9am-11 pm
Sat.(1-4pm)
Oct.29,Nov.19,Dec.3,Dec.10
Sun
6-11
Reserved Time:
Men/Women Varsity Swim TeamsM/W/F 5:00-5:30
Weight Training Instruction · · TBA

.~**************************************************j
BEARS (from pg~9)

played in his first game of the
season, and played very well
· aec:ordhig ·to Mazzaferro.
Other defensive players Mazzaferro cited as having strong
performances were· Degere,'
Kirby,·· and senior tackle
Davis S.cribner.
·
The win evened the Bears
record at 3-3 on the season.
The next opponent for
Bridgewater wi:I be Nichols
College, on Friday, October
28 at Nichols. Nichols is 4-2

and are coming off a big·11~0
shutout over Western New
England College. '
"Nichols has a tough veteran ball club," noted Coach
Mazzaferro. "There is a
rivalry between these two
teams, but we have had the
edge in the past."
Mazzaferro hopes his running game will produce like it
did against Curry. That along
with cutting down on turnovers seem to be the keys if the
Bears are to win this one.

~··································

••
Women's Tennis Goesi
:
•+
Undefeated

X-~ountry

Update

On Wednesday, October
. ~·: 19, the Bridgewater State
men's team played host to
Framingham State and Mass
Maritime with Mass Maritime
Senior captain· Mary: having a comfortable nine
By Mark Desrochers
Doucette ·was a 6-2,6-2
point win over SSC. Two
The Bridgewater State winner in first singles. Cindy
freshmen from BSC; Tom
women's tennis team fin- Willson, subbing for Sue DalKeating and Joe Reordon,
ished the 1983 fa! I season rymple at second singles,
both set personal records
undefeated. The - Bears won her. match 5-7,7-5,7-6.
(PR) on the rough 4.97 mile
women's team had only one Julie vy~stman won 6-1,6-1 at
course. Tom had a 27:11
whicn blew away the rest of
match: a 6-2 victory oyer . third singles and Lisa
the rest runners and Joe ran a
Roger Williams College of Schriener took a hard fougtilt
good time of 28:53 to come in
Bristol,R.I. Tuesday after- 7..;6, 1-6,6-4 decision. Kelly
noon at the Rose Memorial Bentz Y'fBS outstanding in a
fifth.
7-6,7-5 victory at sixth .sinFrom the beginning, KeatCourts.
·
The women's team was gles .in her first competitive·+· ing led. After 2 miles, he led
by 100 yards and at the 4 mUe
dropped from the fall sche- match.
Doucette and Westman
mark, he was ahead by .about
dule due to personel problems and was absorbed by were easy winners in first : a quarter ofa mile. He won by
an impressive one minute
the men's team. After the doubles, While Bentz and
twelve seconds. John. Dunmen's 'team ·ended,. Tennis Heidi Hinds were nipped in a
·bury also had a good time of
coach Doug Chapman close second doubles match.
arranged for a match for the
The women were thinkful : 29:14. .
.
SSC s next meet w11.1 be t~e
women who competed with for the opportunity to play on
New England champ1onsh1p
the . men. The women the men's team this fall and
in Boston on Wednesday,
responded with a well earned look forward to having 'their
Nov ..2 instead of Saturday,
victory in their only oppor- own team next year.
• Nov. 5.
tunity to compete together.

+
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IStandings I
Mass. Maritime
Plymouth State
Wester'n Con.n.
Nichols
•
;·_
Bridgewater State
WNEC
Maine Maritime
cu·rry
Framingham State
Westfield State

5-1-0.
4-2-0

5-2-0

3-3-0
. 2-4-0

3.3 .. 0
2-4-0

2-4-0
2-4-0

2-4-0
2-4-0
2-4-0
1-5-0

4-2-o 4.,.2-0

2-4-0
1-5-0

Conf.

t

+

Tennis-Mass. State Conference

i

All
5-1-0
5-2-0

Volleyball-Mass. State Conference
Bridgewater State
Salem State
Westfield State
Worcester State
Fitchburg
North Adams
.Framingham State

+
+
+
+
+
+
+·

cont'<
5-1-0

4 .. 0

All
12·10

3-0

13-23

3-2

5-6
13.:.4

2"".i
1"".2
1-4

0-5

13~11

3.;17
0-16

Final Standings
North Adams
Salem State
Worcester State
Westfield State
Framingham State
Bridgewater State
Fitchburg State
Mass. Maritime

· Conf.
6-0
6-1
5-2

All
10-3
7-1
6-3

2-5

5-7
6-5
2-5

1-6
0-7

1-10

4-3
3-5

1-10

c-4./J-A

'
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Univer~ity Co~ponents
New En~land s I ar.g est retailer of stereo
me rchand 1 se sold d 1rectly from warehouse
to un.iversity presents ·these

,.,
~~

c-

_

o,.Q'

~~s$"1.

special .blockbusters
Receiv~rs

·~ ·

~·SCOTT 325R

r-:~;-:p~-ip·····:
0

Tap~decks

Turntabres

TECHNICS
Technics B200 -$89.

. . -' ,,

~ -;,;;(J(J-~_:" $149:. ~~~~~~~~~

SUPER

0

BUY~ Min! C~mponent- World famous Rectalinear SOW

Speakers- producing a powerful, crystal clear sound yet small
enough for a dorm. s'X s'X4~ Reduced: $109. to $64.
.

Also: CarSteieos*Wall~ans*Headphones& More
All 1983 fully warrented new merchandise .

LOCATION>· ·«Julio s »
rain or shine

lJNt COMP. of BOSTON
617-524-0328

86 Spring St.
in
Bridgewater

i$ $
•

